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Good morning fellow delegates to the Libertarian National Convention!  I’m 
excited, and just plain glad-happy to be here in the midst of what could become 
the first in a cataclysmic series of political events. 

I come before you to bring value for your time by offering a perspective that 
hopefully might add guidance in the decisions you are called upon to make today.

We will choose a presidential nominee to carry the banner of Libertarianism in 
this exciting election year.  

I’ve tried to sort out what I think are important considerations you should bear in 
mind in making your choices and some questions I would urge you to answer for 
yourselves before casting your ballots.

I believe that we have arrived at a “Vu Ja De” moment.  

Don’t be confused. By my own definition, it simply means that, “We’ve never 
been here before”.  So we have the rare opportunity to blaze an exciting new trail 
in American politics.

Ultimately, we must bear in mind the we can present to the world something it 
hasn’t seen in almost 350 years.  Something that has been ignored so long that it 
remains largely unknown to the younger generation--respect for the inherent 
rights of the individual, on which the whole of this American experiment has 
rested.

We find ourselves at a point that may not be the most critical our nation will face, 
but it is the most critical so far.   

There is no place we can run or hide—so we must stand and defend.  We carry the 
awesome weight of being the last, best and perhaps final hope for the survival of 
human dignity and individual sovereignty and for the America that once boasted 
of being the land of the free, and the home of the brave.  

I believe we have a rendezvous with destiny.  Like it or not, we, like our 
forefathers we are forced into revolution as the only means by which we might 
cast off an oppressive and cruel government.  

Our forefathers warned us that the liberty tree must be watered with the blood of 
tyrants and patriots.  



Of course, such stirring admonitions are of little personal solace when we realize 
that it may well be our turn to water that tree. 

So we must resolve to allow for only one outcome, or there will be only a 
remembrance of what once was.

I’ve said it before, but it bears repeating the irony that just a few short years ago 
we had to explain what a Libertarian was, while today the deeper question is, 
“What the hell is a Republican or a Democrat?” 

Whatever they may have once been, it is now indisputable that they have merged 
into a single party separated only by percentages and degrees. 

BOTH claim moral superiority even as one says, “We’ll only kick ya once and steal 
a dollar” while the other says, “We’ll only steal a dollar but we’re gonna kick ya 
once”.  

Of course, the olde media has now made it clear that both of them work from the 
same desk top and they don’t want the people to even hear about us.  Why? 
Because we dare to say “How about no kicking and no stealing, how about that?”  

They don’t even want us in the race.  They seek to win elections by exclusion. 
Why?  Well, Would you care which one wins if you own all the horses in the race? 

The Republican/Democrats offer only an empty word, hope. To them, it’s just a 
word. We offer “help” not the emptiness of Hope.  We know that hope without 
help is just an empty thought.

I think a stranger from a strange land would have to be puzzled as to why, in 
America the public would even consider voting Republican/Democrat.  It’s the 
brazenness of their candidates who, with straight faces attempt to convince us 
that they alone can solve the very problems they created. 

We have established a consistent and well-understood philosophy guided by an 
unyielding set of principles.  Yet there are those among our ranks who have come 
only to glom on to our rising political star—and our respectable reputation for 
having been honest, uncompromised and direct.  

These folks are not like-minded people. They only seek to use our political party 
as a convenient vehicle toward their own ends.  We have to recognize that bad 
people come into all political parties…including ours.

Now don’t mistake me.  I am not alluding to anyone in particular—I am not 
pointing any fingers.  What I am saying is that we are in danger of blending in 
with the Republican/Democrat party.  We must remain ever vigilant. I suggest 
that if, in our lust for elective office, we too quickly embrace any one as a 



standard bearer who does not promote individual freedom, without compromise, 
excuse or apology we will have turned our backs on our very purpose.

I give former Republican, the Honorable Congressman, Bob Barr and former 
Democrat, Senator Mike Gravel credit for having been open to learning the 
steadfast and unmitigated Truth of our philosophy.   Undoubtedly, this is what 
drew them to us, for an honest man, cannot unlearn the truth.  

We are truly a “big tent” party.  

We welcome people from all parties, and the politically homeless into our ranks. 
But we must be vigilant in reminding them that our invitation is to join us…NOT 
to change us.   No no no, We have a philosophy that demands absolute and equal 
justice for all individuals.  Plain and simple.  

We have a philosophy that recognizes the absolute and inherent right of each 
individual to be left absolutely alone should they so choose.  

We have a philosophy that demands what government gives to one, it must give 
to all.  

And we have a philosophy that demands individual moral, legal and ethical 
accountability by all persons, elected or not, who choose the path of public 
service. 

Were I a candidate in this day and age, I have to say, the last thing I would want 
on my resume is political experience.  

To say that I could thrive in a corrupt organization would only beg questions as to 
my personal character. 

When it comes to political candidates, the Libertarian party needs good people 
who understand the gravitas of the sentiment that we fully expended our capacity 
to compromise when we agreed to the Constitution for these States united as, 
America. 

Our mission now, is to hold government to that contract.

I pray that as the ship of state sinks, you will deliver to the American people a 
nominee who can point out the difference between the Republican/Democrats 
and we Libertarians is made clear by our actions.  We work to save the people—
they work to save the boat.

The Republican/Democrats get two candidates in this presidential election while 
we only get one—so ours will have to work a little harder.  



The reason the olde media ices out or distorts our very sound philososphy, is 
because it is too easily understood and embraced by even a purposely dumbed 
down public—the products of a welfare school system.  

In their capacity as the propaganda outlets of the Republican/Democrat party, 
they simply can’t afford to let this individual freedom thing get out of hand.  

Our candidates are held to a much higher standard.  They must be big enough to 
resist the temptation to engage in the politics of personal destruction the 
Republican/Democrat party made so popular, and I bid them simply this; don’t 
bring that Republican/Democrat trash into our house.

A competitive candidate of course wants to have the tallest building in Politics 
Town, but by building their building taller, not by tearing a competitors down. 
Our candidates have the tools and materials to build—not to destroy.

I heard the phrase, “Don’t let perfection become the enemy of the good” bandied 
about by people who want to “fix” our party by watering down absolutist 
positions and prettying up the platform language to meet politically correct 
standards.  

Be careful, they will also say things like, “A little less theft is progress.”  

I ask you, what good would it be if we were to win an election, by sacrificing our 
objectives to do it? I submit that there is no ill from which we now suffer that is 
not the product of compromise.

We know that our individual freedom is not a relative term.  It’s an absolute. 
There IS no room to negotiate or compromise on our rights, or our liberties.  The 
notion that we should accept “a little more freedom”, is as deceptive as claiming 
to be completely honest---part of the time.

If we, as a political party, should abandon our original principles, if we should 
abandon the very foundations on which the Libertarian philosophy soundly rests
—then we too, as a political party shall be cast into the pit of Political Purgatory 
along with the Republican/Democrats. 

We must take great pains to carefully choose our nominee to bear the Libertarian 
standard for this party, though most of us already know that our greatest 
successes will not be won at the ballot box.  While we will inevitably win those 
glorious victories, they will be the aftereffect of having re-educated a population 
on what it means to be ‘free’ in a civil society.

Some of those amongst us think we shouldn’t even participate in the political 
process, because it is fake and we already know the question is not “Will my vote 
‘count’?”.  With the fraud of paperless voting it’s become “Will my vote be 
counted?”  



The largest percentage of Americans in history say we should just get rid of all of 
those now holding elective office.  Which would, to me, make sense, yet I 
recognize there are those who will say, “We shouldn’t throw the baby out with the 
bathwater”…yes we should, because this one’s Rosemary’s baby.

It’s been said that the weakest link in the Libertarian freedom movement is the 
Libertarian political party.  Today you will determine if that will continue to be 
true, or if we will use our political party to fight the good fight.

I am proud to be an American, and equally proud to oppose the Cult of the 
omnipotent state.  

This political party had the audacity to name itself after a well-settled philosophy 
that has survived intact for over 350 years.  And it is all based on a revolutionary 
concept of individual self-ownership and self-determination.  So the last question 
we want anyone to ask of our political party should be; “What do you stand for?”

We cannot allow ourselves to fall prey to the herd mentality.  That’s where the 
insecure align themselves with what the olde media tells them is the ‘majority’.  

We must be very careful not to join them because sometimes a majority simply 
means all the idiots are on the same side.

We cannot let ourselves be fooled with the notion of defensive voting.  Voting 
defensively, against one candidate or another, only artificially inflates the wrong 
guys pile, while artificially under inflating those representing your true desires.  

We must make clear that regardless of the outcome, the ONLY wasted vote is the 
vote not cast in good conscience.  I, for one, have resolved that never again will I 
let my views be under represented by the lesser of two evils.  

I hope you’ll join me in that.  

We all know that polls were not invented to gather and reflect the will of the 
people.  They are a marketing tool.  They were invented to do only one thing; to 
disseminate propaganda for the Republican/Democrat party.  

Read a national poll and ask yourself; are they are asking me or telling me?

Some people think there’s such thing as reverse incrementalism.  There’s not. The 
only offspring of an attempt to manufacture reverse incrementalism is 
complacency.  And the only offspring of complacency is compromise.  

Let the LP be a refuge for those who refuse to be complacent any longer.  



From the depths of our hearts, let us loudly proclaim—Enough, is Enough!  We 
must speak truth to power, and let them know we have reached the point beyond 
which we cannot be pushed.

Dr. Martin Luther King, jr. said it well; “There comes a time when silence 
becomes betrayal”  And now, as our nation faces its darkest fears, let us resolve to 
be silent no longer.

We have the right message at the very time the American people cry out for 
change—and we offer the only possibility for change.  We ARE change!  

The American people are outraged and hurting, and they are sick and tired of 
living the American lie.  They want their dream back!

All of us would agree that only revolution will fix our country, but there are those 
who worry about following the rules—well I’m here to tell you that there are no 
rules for revolution!

Our nominee must possess the courage and ability to bring us together, to unify 
us against a common enemy.  

I’m sick and damned tired of feeling like I should just go turn myself in—not 
knowing to who, or for what.

Our nominee must talk substance.  They must be able to clearly explain that 
inflation is not about price increases—it’s about dollar value decreases.  In it’s 
rawest sense, it is a theft of that piece of our lives that it took to earn those dollars 
stolen even as they rest in our pockets. 

We need a nominee who can exploit the perfect political storm evidenced by the 
current implosion and self-destruction of both factions of the 
Republican/Democrat party.  A nominee who can inspire America to again 
become a nation of activists.

Our nominee must make it clear that we do NOT support the immoral, illegal, 
unconstitutional and shameful attack on the Iraqi People in our names. 

Even if they had had weapons, of any kind, our concern is limited to what they 
actually DO with their weapons.  If that wasn’t so, wouldn’t we have already 
attacked China, North Korea, Iran, France or any of half the known world?   

Just because some piss-ant dictator exposed another piss-ant dictator’s daddy as 
an incompetent paper tiger is no reason to throw a war.  



As president, our nominee must prepared to order our very competent military 
professionals to plan and execute a safe and immediate withdrawal of all 
American troops from foreign soil.

If the Iraqi’s were oppressed, it was only because they did not defend their 
individual rights in their own land.  Just as we here have learned, no one can 
‘give’ you your rights because they are inherent.  Conversely, just as we have 
learned here, you cannot exercise or claim any right that you cannot or will not 
personally defend.  

The idea that our government can bestow ‘freedom’ on the people of any nation 
suggests a lack of intelligent, practical or rational thought.

We cannot let those who would pervert our most fundamental principle—that of 
non-aggression—to include ‘frightening them into a pre-emptive war’.  

It is now clear that the president saw fit to attack, without bothering to declare 
war on a nation, in our name, based at best, solely on what he thought the other 
guy was thinking. 

Fortunately, most Americans already know that we are at war, they just don’t 
know where.  I submit that the battle “over there” is nothing more than 
distraction from the battle over “here”. 

We are already intractably engaged in the battle for America, and revolution is 
upon us.

Nations do not declare unprovoked war on other nations—such is the exclusive 
province of madmen and fools.  And the fools are the sheep who follow madmen. 

We need a nominee who can make clear that anyone who votes Republican or 
Democrat is not displaying party loyalty…they are displaying a disloyalty to their 
family, their friends and to this incredible nation.

We need a nominee who’s not just willing to run, but who has the ability to take 
an unequivocal message to the People.  Who can give them assurance that our 
principles are now exactly where they were when a small but determined group of 
men gave us America. The likes of which the world had never seen before, nor 
since.

Our nominee must bring the substantive issues to the fore.  They must clearly 
define our views that marriage, a holy sacrament for some and a contract for 
others, is not something that our government should have any involvement in 
what-so-ever.



They must, without hesitation explain that we will not relent on our support for 
the individual’s right to self-defense.  We support gun laws….well one—that 
reads, in pertinent part, “shall NOT be infringed!”

They must remind the People that the 2nd Amendment was purposely placed, as 
back up—in case the 1st Amendment didn’t get the job done.

They must assure the People that in an armed and civil society, either by 
discouragement or demise, the bad guys go away. 

They must let the people know that we know that so-called ‘domestic terrorism’ 
began in our White House!

We all understand that the Republican/Democrats ply their vocation by 
controlling the common man through fear. 

Our nominee should be clear that if we are to be led by our fears—let it be the fear 
of not being free that guides our footsteps.

Our nominee must let the neo-con/liberals know that “We are still here!”  And 
we, the proud adherents of the Libertarian philosophy, are not afraid!  We are the 
ones who refuse to pledge our loyalties to the red, white and blood of the 
Republican/Democrat Party.

Our nominee must be able to demonstrate that if you want to fix nothing, vote for 
Democrats, if you want to fix blame on Democrats, vote for Republicans.  But if 
you want to fix the problem, vote Libertarian.

Our nominee must be able to expose the so-called war on drugs as a sham and a 
bank robbery.  The results speak clearly by themselves with illicit drugs being 
more than seven times more available to our children than they were to those of 
us who grew up in the era of the drug culture.

Though we were the first to call for an absolute end to the heartbreaks created by 
the drug war, our nominee must be able to clearly enunciate that, We are NOT 
pro-drug, we are anti-prohibition!  

They must fully grasp that this very issue, however shrouded is the foundation of 
libertarian philosophy.  Nobody, and no group of nobodys has any legitimate 
authority to tell any individual what they can or can’t do to or put into their 
bodies.

At the same time they must make it clear that in a just society, we each are held 
strictly liable for what our bodies do at all times and under all circumstances.
 
Let the politically timid call us ‘extremists’, as if that were a bad thing, but let our 
nominee stand up tall and pose the question, who else would you want protecting 



your liberties and your God-given individual rights?  A half-stepper, a 
compromiser—perhaps a moderate? 

Our Nominee must make it clear that when it comes to the income tax on 
individual earnings, they know that forcibly taking any persons property is theft, 
and nothing else.  And that theft is still theft—even by government!  

So, please give us a nominee who will never utter the nonsensical phrase that a 
little less theft, is better than what we have now.

Our nominee must help people to understand that the Republican/Democrat 
stranglehold on our political system is always maintained with the same old 
worn-out tactic of dividing us up into groups, pitting us against each other, and 
then offering to referee.

I know that many delegates have pledged their votes to candidates, based on 
friendships and even personal gain.  But the stakes are too high to risk a 
haphazard outcome.  So, by the shiny badge power not vested in me—I release 
you from such poorly-concieved bindings and beseech you to choose instead, a 
nominee who will best represent our clear and unequivocal message.

I hope that before any of us will cast our ballots that we at least consider 
answering a significant question:  Why are we here?

As proud libertarians, we are the keepers of a sacred trust between the people, 
and their government.  It is our responsibility to safeguard the only legacy of any 
value that we might leave the next generation—that of their inherent birthright, 
their individual freedom.

As delegates to this convention, you must ask yourself if you will yield our 
philosophy to the prevailing political right-of-way, or if you will fearlessly set us 
on the path less traveled to seek your just reward.

I sincerely appreciate the time and consideration you have afforded me and this 
scattering of thought.  

The good people of America asked me to come by to remind you that the 
Libertarian revolution is waiting for the Libertarian Party to join in.  And they 
asked me, to ask you all, please, please give us a Libertarian, to represent the 
Libertarian Party.

Thank you.


